
SENSE SENSIBILITY CRITICAL ESSAYS

Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen. She feels things as strongly as Marianne does, but Elinor realizes that simply
giving vent to feeling destroys sense. Although Sense and Sensibility lacks the full maturity of Jane Austenâ€™s later
novels, its prose style, wit, and.

That Sense and Sensibility is the earliest full-scale novel, begun in when Jane Austen, who was born in , was
twenty-two, is simply amazing. Jane Austen's warmest admirers have always been men. Marianne on the
contrary, is excessively emotional and openly pessimistic; she has neither sense nor sensibility. Some readers
have thought that it is a second and gratuitous betrayal of Marianne to match her with the subdued Colonel
Mudrick in Watt  Let's see if we can help you! The theme of sensibility is illustrated in the love affair between
Marianne and Willoughby. Until the sickness that reforms her she is ever a girl of violent feelings Tave  Sir
John is much more pleasing than his wife, and Mrs. Therefore he has to keep his engagement to Lucy, who is
even poorer than Elinor, secret. Austen is mirroring the basic tension of her times in this work. As the eldest
son of a wealthy man, he is viewed as a good match for Elinor by her family, but his own family expect him to
marry a wealthy woman. She is selfish, unrealistic, and emotionally weak. Above all, the fact itself that there
is occasion for the question: Whose sense? In all cases of the unknowable characters, those who wish to know
them are powerless to force open the truth. The last three chapters analyse alternatives to the conjugal and
sexual relations of the harem as suggested by two tales of different dreams and realizations of love, both sent
to Usbek at critical moments in the life of his harem, and as represented by Rica's bemused observations of
French sexual politics. Marianne confides to her mother that she does not understand why Edward has not
come to visit them of late; she even, in her lack of sense, notes that she is sure that Edward is not well.
Rousseau wrote about the "noble savage," and Samuel Richardson's intense portrayals of the emotional life of
women were also popular. This increases her own suffering and that of the people who love her. Jane Austen,
Ch. She even confesses to her mother that she does not see herself finding a man whom she can really love
Austen 4. As Marianne has a foundation of sense, so, it hardly needs proving, Elinor has her full complement
of sensibility, though her capacity and her cause for suffering is late to be borne in on her inattentive family.
Nevertheless, men at least have the option of pursuing a career, an option that is not open to women of the
same class. The philosophy of Lord Shaftesbury was popular at the time, stressing man's natural beneficence.
Ferrars, the villains of this novel, all lack the necessary human sentiments. The gothic revival was developing
at the time, with its stress on the exotic and its accompanying disgust with the trivialities of everyday life.
Tears and sighs were streaming from every chapter. Marianne is well supplied with good sense, and the
modern reader is likely to sympathize with her judgments on tiresome people and her impatience at
conventions that demanded, for instance, that a woman hide her feelings for a man until she was certain that
they were returned. For example, Marianne feels justified in being rude to Mrs. Sir John Middleton,
embarrasses Elinor by guessing that she has left an attachment behind in Sussex. One danger is that feeling is
not always a reliable guide to truth. This shows how Austen characterizes Willoughby as excessively sensible.
From this focus on the harem as a system that destroys desire and life itself, Schaub moves logically to review
the letters on depopulation where Usbek, blind to the contradictions of his own life and behaviour as master of
the harem, assaults all institutionalâ€”governmental and religiousâ€”interventions in the regulations of
conjugal relations.


